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NOTE: 

The following is intended to outline our general product direction. It is intended 

for information purposes only, and may not be incorporated into any contract. It is 

not a commitment to deliver any material, code, or functionality, and should not be 

relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The development, release, and timing 

of any features or functionality described for Oracle’s products remains at the sole 

discretion of Oracle. 
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Letter from the Editor 

Thank you for your encouraging feedback on the first issue of the Journal of 

Management Excellence that we published in June. In the first issue, we introduced 

the concept of management excellence. To get an overview, download it here: 

www.oracle.com/solutions/business_intelligence/docs/journal-of-management-

excellence-2008-june.pdf. 

In this issue of the Journal, we add a practical perspective and discuss how to 

organize for management excellence. We focus on a modern organizational style 

called “Centers of Excellence”. But there are more angles to the subject. For 

instance, technology needs to be organized as well, and regardless of how you are 

organized, management processes need to be in place.  

Many Oracle customers are looking for ways to prolong their success in business 

intelligence and performance management, and a BI or PM Center of Excellence 

(COE) is the best way of doing so. Going through all the articles, it appears there 

are different ways of setting one up. Some COEs are driven by the IT department, 

in which all needed technology competencies are combined. Think of a database 

administrator, business analyst and the necessary developers. They typically focus 

on the data warehouse and business intelligence technologies. Other COEs 

combine business and IT skills in order to create better business and IT alignment. 

A third type of competency center is emerging where not only the management 

information is governed, but also the management processes—as the BP case 

study explains. Dare we call a COE that coordinates both management 

information and management processes a Center of Management Excellence? In 

terms of Kaplan and Norton it is called the “Office of Strategy Management”.  

I am extremely proud that the collaboration between Oracle and Palladium has led 

to Palladium’s contribution to the Journal of Management Excellence, an article 

about the Office of Strategy Management by Kaplan and Norton. This article 

shares the results of what world-class organizations have been doing.  

The Journal had too many submitted articles for a single issue. That is why the next 

issue will be about Organizing for Management Excellence as well. Such an 

important topic is worth the attention. But first, send this journal to all people you 

think are interested. Or even better, contribute an article. We’ll make it worth your 

while, and compensate you for the effort and time with an appropriate gift. 

Contact me at frank.buytendijk@oracle.com. 

Best regards, frank  

P.S. You can download the Journal of Management Excellence archives at 

http://www.oracle.com/solutions/thoughtleadership/resource-library.html. For more thought 

leadership, visit www.oracle.com/thoughtleadership.  

 

Frank Buytendijk 

Vice President EPM Strategy 

Editor of the Journal 

frank.buytendijk@oracle.com 

http://blogs.oracle.com/frankbuytendijk  
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Centers of Excellence -  

The Path to Success 

From the telecommunications and retail industries to financial services and 

pharmaceutical manufacturing, management teams are discovering the power of 

enterprise performance management (EPM) to improve transparency, insight, and 

decision-making. But how do you get the most out of your EPM solution? Today, 

many businesses are looking at Centers of Excellences (COE) or Competency 

Centers as an answer to this question. 

But what is a COE and how can it help my business more effectively and 

efficiently implement the EPM solution?1 

WHAT IS AN EPM CENTER OF EXCELLENCE?  

An EPM Center of Excellence is an organizational entity that groups interrelated 

skills, experience, and domain expertise together to promote and deliver 

technology through a consistent set of skills, standards, and best practices. It 

delivers repeatable, successful deployments in a way that is beneficial to the entire 

organization rather than just a single project. 

The COE gets its mission and power from the governance committee in the form 

of a charter. This charter empowers the COE group to perform activities from 

education on standards and enforcement of standards to actually performing  

the work. 

The success of the EPM COE will be largely determined by the quality of its 

people. To serve its target customers effectively, the center needs to acquire a wide 

range of business, IT, and analytical skills from various parts of the organization. It 

will seek some of the most talented and sought-after individuals in the company, so 

a clear mandate and tactful negotiating abilities are important to the recruiting 

process. Outside experts can provide on-the-job training to fill any internal gaps. 

WHY ESTABLISH AN EPM CENTER OF EXCELLENCE?  

COEs are typically formed to address the short-term needs of one or more 

projects, but they can have far-reaching effects over time in terms of both 

                                                 
 
1 This article is based on an Oracle white paper. To download the paper, visit 
http://launch.oracle.com/?yes2epm, under “thought leadership”. 
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efficiency and effectiveness. An EPM system delivers the most value to an 

organization when it is able to measure the performance of every significant 

business function. By increasing EPM usage across the organization, a COE can 

help a company realize the full potential of its EPM investment. 

Here are some of the benefits that an EPM COE can deliver: 

Potential Effectiveness Benefits 

• Share EPM knowledge: By consolidating expertise and documenting best 

practices, the center facilitates knowledge sharing. It can create reusable 

assets and build competencies that extract maximum value from the 

organization’s EPM investment.  

• Centralize performance management: An EPM Center of Excellence 

provides the entire enterprise with a central platform for managing 

performance, creating visibility into key indicators, and aligning the 

application with business objectives. 

• Manage information to gain a competitive advantage: By enabling a 

company to share relevant information with customers, the EPM COE 

strengthens customer relationships while creating a more customer-centric 

organization. By sharing information with key suppliers and business 

partners, the EPM COE promotes value chain integration, enhancing 

operational excellence and enabling new sources of innovation. 

• Strengthen compliance: By promoting best practices for EPM, the COE 

may ensure ready access to data required for complying with government 

regulations, such as Sarbanes Oxley, Basel II, and HIPAA. 

Potential Efficiency Benefits 

• Control costs: A Center of Excellence reduces costs by acting as a central 

source of EPM optimization expertise and ensuring that skills and processes 

developed for one project can be applied to the next.  

• Consolidate infrastructure: When the COE features a test lab for research, 

proof of concept, prototyping, and advanced training, these tools become 

accessible to all project teams, eliminating the need to duplicate scarce and 

expensive resources.  

• Standardize the IT infrastructure: By endorsing specific solutions, the 

center can discourage the use of alternate tools, ensuring consistent, cost-

effective, and fast implementations of the right systems and processes. 

• Unify business data: A COE brings order to data by aligning different 

projects that use similar information and eliminating the problem of 

fragmented data infrastructure, which can prevent organizations from 

monitoring enterprise performance. 
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• Establish an enterprise-wide framework: With a proven model for 

deploying EPM applications, the company can accelerate future development 

initiatives, resulting in lower costs, improved delivery times, and more 

effective implementations. 

CONCLUSION 

Clearly, a successful EPM COE implementation in today’s environment can be in 

position to effectively and efficiently tackle tomorrow’s EPM challenges. When 

equipped with a clearly defined charter and the right mix of business, analytical, 

and IT skills, an EPM COE can help companies achieve top- and bottom-line 

improvements across all lines of business while reducing the cost of their EPM 

efforts. Implementations go faster and success rates improve as the rollout process 

is documented and repeated. And the faster the EPM implementation, the more 

quickly managers are able to adopt best practices in decision-making. Improved 

efficiency, effectiveness, and quality lead to a better bottom-line. These same 

improvements often translate to increased customer satisfaction that can positively 

affect your top-line. As EPM is deployed more widely and successfully, the 

company will be able to transform itself into a more strategic and  

competitive entity. 
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Commentary 

As enterprises become increasingly performance-driven in pursuit of management 

excellence, they need to implement the processes that will enable them to 

understand the stakeholder environment, scan the market, strategize the business 

model, manage the business plan, run the business operations, and provide 

feedback to all levels by measuring the business results. These well-defined 

management processes will drive an unprecedented requirement for scalability in 

the magnitude of data, number of users, and number of applications within the 

enterprise. IT strategies for supporting pervasive enterprise performance 

management (EPM) will be severely tested. These strategies need to be driven by 

an organization’s business plan and relevant advances in technology. Without a 

close link to where a business is headed, or understanding the impact of a 

technological change, an IT strategy will not be a business enabler but rather an 

inhibitor. 

Early approaches to EPM attempted to simply address the need to perform 

analysis upon a company’s data. A transactional system, while excellent for 

recording data events, is not organized physically or conceptually for fast and 

flexible analytics. The rules of database normalization and transactional integrity 

did not lend themselves to the agility needed for analytics. As the amount of data 

and the granularity of that data grew, so too did the opportunity for further and 

richer analysis of that data. 

Spreadsheets were used to meet these initial needs, allowing individuals to load 

data from different systems and perform analysis. Online analytical processing 

(OLAP) came next, allowing large volumes of data to be loaded and maintained 

within multidimensional databases. This data could then be aggregated, segmented, 

and analyzed in a collaborative fashion. This allowed for multiple detailed points of 

view at all levels within the enterprise. The most recognized technological phase 

has been business intelligence platforms that provide an integrated set of 

technologies to support business performance management solutions. The now 

familiar capabilities of business intelligence platforms in use today are: 

• Spreadsheet integration 

• Online analytical processing (OLAP) 

• Data mining 

• Data integration 

 

John Kopcke 

Senior Vice President 

Global Business Unit 

Business Intelligence & Enterprise 

Performance Management 

john.kopcke@oracle.com 
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• Relational and multidimensional query and reporting 

• Data visualization 

• Alerting 

• Security 

• Data and user scalability 

• Thin and fat client deployment 

However, business intelligence platform capabilities, while necessary, are not 

sufficient to meet the growing requirements of an EPM system. The capabilities of 

a business intelligence platform are not obsolete but must expand to meet the 

growing requirements of the enterprise-wide EPM system.  

You know you have a well-organized EPM system when you can answer “Yes” to 

the following questions critical to a performance-driven enterprise:  

• Do our systems enable us to make aligned decisions across the enterprise 

based on insights derived from one version of the truth? 

• Do our systems enable us to continuously reduce the latency between the 

occurrence of a business event and the realignment, communication, and 

execution of strategy and plans? 

• Do our systems create transparency and visibility across the enterprise? 

• Are we optimally connecting people, processes, and systems to achieve a 

performance-driven enterprise? 

• Are we minimizing the “total cost of ownership” of our  

management processes?  

• Are our existing and planned systems’ architectures adequate to fulfill current 

business performance management needs? Are they scalable by data, users, 

and applications for future growth? 

The stakes are high in today’s business world and yesterday’s technological 

approaches will not meet the demands of world class management processes. An 

EPM system is technology built from the ground up to support the pursuit of 

management excellence. 
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The Three Circles of Success: A Fictional Story Based 

on True Experiences 

 “So, Bill, could you kick off today’s meeting by sharing with the group the agenda 

that we prepared?” 

“Huh, sorry for being late. There was quite a big flood on Kai Chi road that 

blocked traffic.” Harnam, HanZu’s energetic CFO hangs his drenched jacket and 

grabs a seat.  

“Please go ahead, Bill.” 

I am looking at the grey skies through the large boardroom windows. The 

monsoon had arrived. A few minutes earlier, the clouds had literally fallen down. I 

turn to Bill, one of PricewaterhouseCoopers top-consultants, as he starts.  

“Well, the challenge that we need to address today is stakeholder reporting. How 

can HanZu Telecom automate its communications with banks, rating and 

regulating agencies, and the organizations working with you in your social and 

environmental programs? Conclusions from our previous preparatory meetings are 

that transparency and visibility to HanZu’s stakeholders are becoming strategic 

advantages. Access to money, access to new generation telecom licenses, and 

access to markets are depending a great deal on relationships and partnerships… if 

not lobbying. Today, HanZu is struggling to even pull this data together. 

Publications to third parties are unreliable and definitely not timely. Our goal for 

today is to define a 60-day roadmap to achieve excellence in that field.” 

I look around the large mahogany table: Jeff, the newly appointed controller from 

the headquarters office in Germany is leaning back, smiling. You can almost read 

his mind: “Yes! Another success to come for the team!” Harnam sips his coffee, 

waiting for the show to start. Ravi and Rohit, the “tech twins” representing the IT 

group, just can’t wait to show that they have “the plan” already. Just as Ravi begins 

to speak, Joyce, SVP of corporate communications and the last person in the 

room, breaks the ice. 

“Guys, I am quite happy with Bill’s summary. However, I know my job and what is 

done in the industry or in positions like mine. I have no time to believe in yet 

another dreamy project. I have seen the homemade application crash under the 

weight of information and complexity—the so-called Excel magic—crumble to 

dust, or I should say to Sh… —pardon my French, Matthieu—on my desk. Finally, 

we have been fooled by a specialized system that would not integrate with any of 

 

Gauthier Vasseur 

Senior Director 
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gauthier.vasseur@oracle.com 
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any of our processes. Now, I hardly believe that you guys will change the 

scenario.” And yet, we had done it so many times already, Bill and I both thought. 

Bill had met Harnam 11 months ago for the first time during one of these 

consulting introductions where both PwC and the client are assessing pains, 

challenges, and strategic goals. He made sure he had integrated all aspects of the 

business, internally and externally. His understanding of the industry had been 

reinforced by two prep meetings with five other PwC offices in Asia Pacific, Latin 

America, the USA, France, and with the local PwC Telco focused teams. 

Harnam had shown openness since the beginning of the relationship. What had 

changed from the usual routine was that Harnam’s goal was to not only fix 

immediate problems, but also to aim at a sustainable management model. He knew 

that people would come and go and that he would also have to move on within the 

group. Therefore, he wanted to build on things that would outlast people and 

trends: that is agile and aligned processes and systems. He had also learned, at an 

Enterprise Performance Management Executive MBA that he had just completed 

and was always referencing, that change management as well as one’s ability to 

adapt to company culture were critical. 

When Bill called me to support the project, it was clear to me that we needed more 

than a step-by-step “fixing” strategy. Systems, best practices, and the company’s 

inner behaviors had to be brought together for any short-term decision, following 

a longer-term road map to management excellence. My colleague Michael, a big 

supporter of Centers of Excellence, convinced me that it could work for HanZu. 

Bill and I came back to Harnam four weeks later. The monthly 16-hour flights to 

Asia were really taking a toll on me, but I could hardly wait to share our proposal 

with him and demonstrate our passion for this project. This took away any fatigue 

or jet lag that I was feeling. 

After a few slides of presenting the proposal, Harnam cut us off abruptly. “It is not 

Business Intelligence or Performance Management applications that I am looking 

for. I understand that we have IT issues, but I want to address our problems 

globally by driving change and progress in data, systems, people, and process.” He 

continued, “I do not want a BI or PM COE. What I want is a Center of 

Management Excellence, yes… that is what I want.” I turned to Bill, a bit puzzled. 

How could we have missed such a great term? 

I stood up and walked to the white board. We had to save face one way or another. 

Harnam smiled, quite happy about the stone he had thrown in the pond. He knew 

we were getting to the solution, the three of us. And so we did. I quickly drew 

three circles. Blue, yellow and… red, of course (Oracle’s corporate branding HQ 

would be so happy in Redwood Shores, California). I was not sure where this was 

going. 
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Figure 1: The Whiteboard Exercise 

I nervously wrote down a few words at each intersection, and management 

excellence just magically came right in the middle. I turned back to Bill and 

Harnam, whom I hadn’t dared to look at while writing. The three of us had 

understood that this cooperation model was the ground best practice for  

Harnam’s success. 

*** 

Promoting the CME onwards, ended up being a fairly easy task. We had feared 

that the rather grandiose name would have scared HanZu Telecom teams away. In 

fact, the interest of taking part in a journey where their experience would be 

needed and their expertise respected—to be included in a framework that would 

dramatically enhance their empowerment and control on the business with much 

more added value tasks—generated great motivation. It was also quite evident that 

the teams faced multiple obstacles that seemed fatal to the success of the business, 

so they urgently needed to believe that this CME would work. 

Bill and his group had put together a very detailed plan, addressing issues in order 

of sensitivity. The immediate goals were to: 

• Minimize revenue leakages  

• Create a platform for better governance and ethics program  

• Set up a better linkage between the Board and management    

• Generate greater overall transparency  

Each CME meeting brought together the HanZu management teams in charge of 

the problem. Harnam would never miss a meeting, as it was his goal to not only 

put ownership and accountability on the management team, but equally important 

to assess the progress and success of the Performance Management roadmap. He 

naturally became the moderator of the sessions. PwC and Oracle would hold two 

to four seats. The sessions were never more than two hours. We would follow the 

approved recommendations from Bill’s team and consistently apply the  

same methodology. 
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Working within one Enterprise Performance Management system definitely made 

things much easier. At HanZu Telecom it seemed that complete, open, and integrated 

had never made more sense for our solutions. Ravi and Rohit had even created a 

game, counting with pen strokes to track how many times I was going to mention 

these terms to the newcomers.  

Ravi and Rohit had, in fact, rapidly gained confidence in the process. Solid, broad 

and seamless data access, power processing of information, and immediate analysis 

and reporting of results that were driven by Bill’s industry expertise had become 

the winning hand at each meeting. 

After a few initiatives were completed, I feared that our meetings would turn into 

routine work. However, the more we moved forward, the more Jeff was becoming 

creative and demanding. With more communication, the CME started to generate 

interest in different departments. Seeing colleagues leaving earlier in the evening, 

delivering impressive analysis, and starting to cover business issues, we could see 

increased motivation to take part in it, throughout the enterprise. And this is what 

had brought Joyce to the meeting today. 

*** 

Sixty-five minutes. That was fast. Twelve pages of notes, four pages of flip charts. 

Harnam knew we were heading to another win that he would soon be able to 

present to his German headquarters. Bill had put together a review of the best 

practices in the Telco industry and had brought a London expert on the phone to 

share experiences from a very advanced banking client on stakeholder reporting. 

Increasing data collection of some additional data sources, creating tailored views 

and aggregations of the information, and delivering via an integrated (darn, I said it 

again) reporting framework in dashboards, emails, pdf or printed reports, did not 

look challenging anymore. Each time, HanZu was transforming itself into a more 

strategic and competitive organization by bringing subject matter expertise, 

systems, and key people together, around the table,. 

Bill and I left the room. The clouds were tumbling down again. No umbrella or 

raincoat… Joyce saw us looking at the sky from the lobby. She came to us and, 

after a second of hesitation, she said: “Bill, Matthieu, let me offer you a cup of 

coffee, and I want to show you something I’d like to do on sustainable reporting. 

Maybe you can help.” And I knew I was in for another long-haul flight to Asia in a 

couple weeks from now. 

 

The information contained in this [case study] is of a general nature only. It is not meant to be 

comprehensive and does not constitute the rendering of legal, accounting, tax or other 

professional advice or service by PricewaterhouseCoopers. Before taking any action, please ensure 

that you obtain advice specific to your circumstances. “PricewaterhouseCoopers” refers to the 

network of member firms of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, each of which is a 

separate and independent legal entity. 
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Commentary 

In my commentary in the last issue I introduced the idea of the two loops of 

performance management. I stated: “In contrast to this lack of capabilities to 

adequately measure the returns of human capital and information, there is 

common sense that the combination of the right people and the right information 

can make all the difference in the performance of a business.” 

In the meantime I had some very interesting discussions about this idea. And I 

decided to further explore this. While looking for examples where the second – 

open – loop is indeed more important than the first one, I moved from business to 

sports. Almost all sports, when performed professionally or in the highest leagues, 

live or die based on the right people and the right information. The “art” of the 

team captains or trainers is to combine both and form a high performing team. 

The basis to build sustainably high performing teams is information. It is amazing 

to see how much effort is made in professional sports to analyze the performance 

of the team, the individuals’ performances as well as intensive “competitive 

intelligence.” In this way, professional sports are very transparent and only little is 

unknown about themselves and the competition. 

On the basis of this information and transparency, the loop is closed through 

communication and motivation. Bernhard Peters, a very successful national trainer 

for hockey in Germany who also consults the management of many companies, 

said in his recent book that communication is actually the key in his concept of 

“emotional leadership” which he described therein. And successful teams take 

these components and built a sustainable structure. About every five years, 

professional sport teams completely replace the team members, but they are able 

to perpetuate the high performance over years and decades. 

Transferred back to business I am no longer surprised that more and more 

customers combine “traditional” performance management and BI applications 

with collaboration components to enable immediate communication with and 

about the information delivered. Somehow this describes EPM 2.0, or the way 

enterprise performance management systems are built in the 21st century. 

Let me know your thoughts. And check out the HBS article that Mark Conway 

recommends in his Industry Insights. 

 

 

Thomas Oestreich 

Senior Director 

EPM Concepts and Strategy 

thomas.oestreich@oracle.com 
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Case Study: British Petroleum 

In the last issue of the Journal, we defined Uncertainty Risk Management (URM) 

and its application to the Strategy-to-Success framework. As we saw, URM is the 

comprehensive analysis of both the upside as well as the downside of risk.  Because 

uncertainty abounds, we also saw how URM applies throughout the Strategy-to-

Success framework. The next challenge: what is the best way to align your team to 

effectively implement URM? The best way to implement URM is to centralize the 

management of global assumptions, but to enable the complete organization with 

the right skills and tools. 

CENTRALIZE GLOBAL ASSUMPTIONS, DECENTRALIZE SKILLS AND 

TOOLSETS 

The key macro economic assumptions should be centralized to provide 

consistency and comparability of risks and projects. For example, inflation, GDP, 

commodity prices, and currencies should be consistently defined and applied 

throughout the enterprise. Not only should their assumptions be articulated, but 

also their ranges, the distributions within those ranges, and the correlations among 

the ranges. The CFO’s office may set these assumptions with their own in-house 

experts or with partners such as leading consulting or academic institutions. But 

because uncertainty is pervasive throughout many management processes, the skills 

and toolsets to manage uncertainty should be broadly distributed throughout the 

enterprise. This allows for a more comprehensive approach to  

uncertainty management. 

As we will see in the BP case study1 below, not only do you get the explicit benefit 

of managing uncertainty closer to those with the best information, but you also get 

the benefit of driving conversation that would otherwise not have taken place. 

PROBABILISTIC FORECASTING SOLUTION HELPS BP MANAGE OIL 

FIELD COSTS AND RISKS 

Founded 100 years ago this year, BP is both a pioneer of the oil industry and one 

of its leading innovators. The UK-based company has active exploration and 

production projects in 25 countries, and pumps about five percent of the world’s 

oil production. It owns 18 refineries and more than 24,600 service stations in 100 

countries. While launching some of the most technically ambitious oil and gas 

                                                 
 
2 http://www.oracle.com/customers/snapshots/bp-industry-case-study.pdf 
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projects anywhere, it’s also going ‘Beyond Petroleum’ by forging new markets in 

alternative energy and green technologies. Oil and energy markets have been going 

through dramatic changes in recent years. Crude supplies are becoming harder to 

find outside areas controlled by national oil companies, forcing private-sector oil 

companies like BP to reach into some of the most remote corners of the earth, and 

drill to depths never thought possible before. New technologies have been 

deployed to exploit hard-to-reach reservoirs and to increase recovery rates at 

existing fields.  

The more adventurous projects, however, also come with steeper price tags and 

longer lead times. Offshore platforms, for example, can cost US$1 billion or more 

to bring online, and take from five to 10 years to go from discovery to production. 

Given the enormous capital at stake, it’s not surprising that BP invests heavily in 

systems and tools that help the company get a handle on oil field costs and 

timelines, and better understand and manage the risks involved. One of the 

company’s most important tools employs state-of-the-art probabilistic techniques 

– also known as Monte Carlo analysis – that predict costs and time with 

remarkable effectiveness.  

Probabilistic Forecasting Solution  

Today, roughly 500 engineers in more than 20 countries use a probabilistic 

forecasting solution (Oracle’s Crystal Ball) to forecast time and costs for the vast 

majority of its big oil projects (approximately 90 percent of all new wells by overall 

value). BP spends upwards of US$5 billion each year on oil and gas well 

development projects. According to Hugh Williamson, risk and cost advisor in 

BP’s Drilling and Completions function, the Crystal Ball application, along with the 

collaboration it fosters, plays a crucial role in the early and middle phases of an oil 

field’s development. It gives BP a competitive edge in financial planning, project 

scheduling, and above all, risk management. “Crystal Ball is involved in every major 

investment decision that we make for wells,” Williamson says. “What’s more, it 

increases our ability to deliver projects on time and on budget – a big plus when 

partnering with governments of oil-producing countries or with  

other operators.”  

The probabilistic techniques embedded in the application are uniquely suited to 

capturing the range of variables that oil projects face—from bad weather and 

equipment malfunctions to surprises in geology—and in the number and types of 

wells needed to fully exploit a reservoir. “It’s a method that allows us to 

incorporate our understanding of risk and uncertainty directly into the estimate,” 

says Williamson. “So if we think there’s a 20 percent chance of a drilling operation 

being hit by a hurricane—which might cost us between 10 and 50 days per well—

we can put this information directly into the estimate.  
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Focusing on the Right Risks  

Punching numbers into the application is only one part of an estimation project, 

Williamson notes. The overall process or “roadmap” encompasses a series of tasks, 

including initial planning, data gathering and computing, and finally validating and 

using the results.  BP engineers often perform several estimates in the course of an 

oil field development project: an early forecast that necessarily contains higher 

degrees of uncertainty, and several follow-ups that are more accurate as engineers 

eliminate many of the unknowns, such as daily rates for rigs and boats.  BP’s 

estimators often make use of data on the past performance of similar wells, but 

that’s not always possible. Cutting-edge projects may involve new technologies and 

techniques that lack precedents.  

Crystal Ball’s advantage lies in helping estimators home in on risks that could 

deliver the biggest surprises. To help isolate major risk areas, BP engineers utilize 

Crystal Ball’s ‘Sensitivity Chart’ function. “It identifies which risks add the most 

uncertainty in outcome,” Williamson says. “These are the ones we should pay the 

most attention to.”  

Stimulating Conversations  

Despite the temptation, Williamson is careful not to automate the forecasting 

process too much. “Outputs are worthless if the inputs haven’t been properly 

thought through,” he says. Crystal Ball’s probabilistic approach, by requiring 

estimators to gauge the likelihood and range of outcomes, stimulates productive 

dialogues among engineers and other experts. “We want those conversations to 

happen,” he says. “The results of those conversations can be input directly into the 

front end of Crystal Ball.”  

Lately those conversations have revealed the growing complexity of the oil 

exploration and development business. “There’s not much easy oil left, and to get 

at it, we need to develop some pretty complex, pretty risky projects,” says 

Williamson. “Our goal is to execute them better than the competition.” Risks can 

emerge from places that are hard to predict, he adds. “It’ll be hurricanes in one 

place, steel prices in another place, and a change of scope in a third place.”  

When the time-and-cost estimates have been finalized, they are typically 

incorporated into a management report known as a “decision support package” 

which is scrutinized by key decision-makers in the company. On the basis of the 

report, the company may order more studies on the field, or green light further 

drilling and development. “Senior management wants to know how much projects 

are going to cost and how soon they’re going to get their money back,” he says.  

With oil and gas only getting tougher to find, Williamson sees continued, robust 

demand for sophisticated estimation solutions like Crystal Ball. “Projects are going 

to continue getting more complex and more expensive and more challenging,” he  

says, “and we have to be up for that challenge and find ways of understanding and 

communicating that risk and complexity up front.”  
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The Office of Strategy Management: Emerging Roles 

and Responsibilities  

In 2004, we and our colleagues at the Balanced Scorecard Collaborative 

commenced a research project to improve our understanding of the long-term 

evolution of the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) management system. Through our 

Balanced Scorecard Hall of Fame for Executing Strategy program, we had 

identified many companies that had achieved dramatic results with their BSC 

programs. Yet each of them was uncertain about their ability to sustain such 

performance in the future. “The BSC is like a project,” observed one manager. 

“Once we complete the design, everyone goes back to their old jobs.” Another 

told us, “The use of the BSC was mandated by our CEO. What will happen to the 

program when he leaves?” 

Our research project attracted, among others, 15 BSC Hall of Fame organizations, 

including Hilton Hotels, Motorola, Ricoh, Serono, KeyCorp, Canon USA, and the 

U.S. Army. We learned from them that sustaining a performance management 

system like the BSC requires two components: 

1. Having a clearly defined process that fits comfortably into the governance 
cycle of the organization 

2. Establishing an entity (a department or organization) that is responsible for 
its management and its success 

Among the most significant outcomes of the research project was that it ultimately 

helped us define a six-stage management process that integrates strategy with 

operations. (This holistic system was described in our cover story in the previous 

issue of Balanced Scorecard Report.2) But early on, it led to a different discovery: that 

many of the participating companies had introduced a new office or function to 

prevent the fragmentation of strategy management processes and to better 

integrate strategic activities and operations. We introduced the concept of this new 

office back in 2004, in “Strategic Management: An Emerging Profession,”3 and 

since then have done extensive work on the roles and responsibilities of the 

function and its leaders. 

                                                 
 
1 R. S. Kaplan and D. P. Norton, “Integrating Strategy Planning and Operational 
Execution: A Six-Stage System,” Balanced Scorecard Report, May–June 2008 
(Reprint #B0805A). 
2 Balanced Scorecard Report, May–June 2004 (Reprint #B0405A). 
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While the organizations gave this important new office a variety of titles (such as 

Organizational Transformation, Performance Management, or Business 

Excellence), we came up with a simple descriptive title—the Office of Strategy 

Management (OSM). In high-performing organizations, the OSM integrates and 

coordinates activities across functions and business units to align strategy and 

operations. The OSM is like the designer of an intricate watch who keeps the 

various mechanisms synchronized despite their running at different speeds. For the 

OSM, these mechanisms are the organization's planning and control processes. 

They include maintaining dashboards and holding daily and weekly operational 

control meetings; updating information on strategic measures and initiatives and 

preparing the executive team for monthly strategy management review meetings; 

and continually scanning the external environment and performing analysis to 

prepare for quarterly or annual strategy assessment meetings to test and adapt the 

strategy. The OSM is also like an orchestra leader. It does not create the strategic 

“music” being played, but it keeps the diverse organizational players—executive 

team, business units, regional units, support units (finance, human resources, 

information technology), theme teams, departments, and, ultimately, employees—

aligned with each other. In this way, they can create beautiful music together, 

executing the enterprise’s strategy in unison, with each group playing its  

distinctive role.  

In fact, the new Office of Strategy Management plays three basic roles: (1) that of 

the architect responsible for the overall design and execution of the performance 

management process; (2) that of the process custodian of the integrated planning and 

control system; and (3) that of the integrator responsible for interfacing with and 

coordinating all other strategy-related systems and activities.  

THE OSM AS ARCHITECT 

We introduced the concept of the OSM as a means of creating and aligning new 

cross-business integrated strategy management processes. Typically, many 

processes that are central to strategy execution—including budgeting, employee 

performance management, and strategic planning—are run by different areas of 

the organization at different times of the year using different frameworks, 

languages, and conventions. The isolation of these processes from one another is a 

major barrier to effective strategy execution. Moreover, some important strategy 

execution processes may not be carried out at all, such as developing theme-based 

strategy maps, establishing a systematic approach to funding strategic initiatives 

and assigning accountability for them, linking strategic plans to operational 

budgets, or preparing for and running strategy management review meetings. The 

OSM ensures that any missing strategy execution processes are put in place, while 

bringing order to an otherwise incomplete and fragmented collection of 

management processes. The OSM designs the framework and processes for a 

single, integrated, closed-loop strategy planning and operational execution system. 

This is its “watchmaker” role: ensuring that all the requisite components are in 

place and working synchronously, without friction. 

 

The OSM is like an orchestra leader. It does 

not create the strategic “music” being 

played, but it keeps the diverse players 

aligned with each other.  
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Figure 2: Strategy Management: An Integrated, Closed-Loop Process 

Ensuring synchronicity means that the proper sequence and linkage of strategy 

execution processes shown in Figure 1 are in place. Typically, the strategy cycle 

recommences at the beginning of the second quarter. That is when the planning 

group begins to research and prepare for the annual strategy development meeting 

at which the senior executive team updates the enterprise strategy, strategy map, 

and scorecard. After this meeting, the OSM starts the process of aligning all 

business and support unit strategies with each other as well as with the enterprise 

strategy. It also ensures that priorities have been established to achieve targeted 

improvements in the BSC’s process metrics. During the third quarter, the OSM 

sees to it that the finance department’s resource planning and budgeting process 

produces business- and support-unit plans as well as operating and capital budgets 

that can deliver the strategy and are consistent with forecasted process 

improvements. In the fourth quarter, the OSM works with human resources (HR) 

to help align competency development efforts and employee incentive programs 

with scorecard objectives.  

While these annual planning processes occur at specific periods and in sequence, 

the enterprise continually conducts several control and learning processes: 

communicating strategy, reviewing operations and strategy, managing strategic 

initiatives, and sharing best practices. The OSM ensures that all these processes are 

in place, introducing any missing ones and establishing the linkages that must exist 

between them. 
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THE OSM AS PROCESS CUSTODIAN 

Besides integrating existing management processes, strategy execution also calls for 

some new ones. To ensure effective coordination and accountability organization-

wide, the OSM should have primary ownership of the following strategy  

execution processes. 

Develop the strategy. Typically, strategy development is the responsibility of an 

existing strategic planning unit. But developing strategy should not be just an 

annual event. After all, performance measures, such as those supplied by the 

Balanced Scorecard, provide a steady stream of evidence about the validity of the 

assumptions underlying a company’s strategy. Strategy development and strategy 

execution should therefore not be carried out in isolation. On the contrary. We 

recommend that the processes for developing, as well as those for executing, 

strategy be overseen by one group—the Office of Strategy Management. In effect, 

we advocate that the traditional strategic planning department be expanded into 

the more comprehensive OSM, where the OSM assumes responsibility for 

facilitating both strategy development and its execution. 

Plan the strategy (create and manage the scorecard). As the owner of the scorecard 

process, the OSM ensures that any changes made at the annual strategy-planning 

meeting are translated into the company’s strategy map and Balanced Scorecard. 

Once the executive team has approved objectives and measures for the following 

year, the OSM coaches the team in selecting performance targets for scorecard 

measures and identifying the strategic initiatives required to achieve them. As 

guardian of the scorecard, the OSM also standardizes the terminology and 

measurement definitions across the organization, selects and manages the 

scorecard reporting system, and ensures the integrity of the scorecard data. The 

OSM need not be the primary collector of BSC data, but it should oversee the 

processes by which data are collected, reported, and validated. Finally, the OSM 

serves as the central scorecard resource, consulting with units on their scorecard 

development projects and conducting training and education. 

Align the organization. A company can execute its strategy only if it aligns the 

strategies of its business units, support functions, and external partners with its 

enterprise strategy. Alignment creates focus and coordination across even the most 

complex organizations, making it easier to identify and realize synergies. Few 

companies today actively manage the alignment process; in many cases, unit 

strategies are only nominally linked with corporate strategy. The OSM provides a 

mechanism for ensuring a consistent view of strategy throughout the entire 

enterprise to systematically manage the processes for achieving organizational 

alignment. The OSM oversees the cascading of scorecards vertically and 

horizontally throughout the organization. It defines the synergies to be created 

through cross-business behavior at lower organization levels. Finally, it validates 

that the strategies and scorecards proposed by business and support units are 

linked to each other and to corporate strategy. 

 

A company can execute its strategy only if 

it aligns the strategies of its business units, 

support functions, and external partners 

with its enterprise strategy. 
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Review the strategy. Managing the meetings at which the executive team reviews 

strategic performance and makes adjustments to the strategy is a core function of 

the OSM. The OSM briefs the CEO in advance on the strategic issues raised by 

the most recent scorecard results. This way, the agenda can focus on strategy 

review and learning, rather than just on short-term financial performance and crisis 

management. The OSM works with the strategic theme owners to get their color-

coded performance results and qualitative assessments of their theme’s strategic 

objectives and strategic initiatives. The OSM prepares the briefing booklet for the 

executive team to review before each meeting. At the beginning of the meeting, the 

OSM presents a brief progress report on each action plan recommended at earlier 

meetings, records all new recommended action plans, and follows up with the 

assigned manager or department to ensure that the actions are carried out.  

Test and adapt the strategy. Each year, as the planning and budgeting process begins 

anew, the organization has a new input to consider—reviewing current strategy 

through its Balanced Scorecard. The BSC is based on a set of hypotheses about the 

impact of certain drivers on desired performance outcomes. Using the time-trend 

data from the BSC and appropriate analytic techniques, organizations can learn and 

react to change more rapidly. Several organizations have reported that the insights 

gained from such annual statistical reviews have accelerated their response time by 

as much as one year. 

The sophisticated analytics needed to statistically estimate and test strategic 

linkages may require a new capability for the organization. The OSM is the natural 

place to build a corporate capability for analyzing data generated by the 

organization's BSCs. As part of the annual strategy refresh, the OSM can provide 

the outputs from the detailed P&L calculations and the analytic studies conducted 

on the strategy's performance.  

THE OSM AS INTEGRATOR 

A variety of existing management processes must be informed by and aligned to 

the strategy. The OSM is responsible for coordinating the strategic linkages of 

these processes. 

Link strategy to financial resource management (planning and budgeting). At most 

corporations, finance oversees budgeting and cash allocation. IT makes 

recommendations about investments in databases, infrastructure, and applications. 

And HR formulates plans for hiring, training, and leadership development. For a 

strategy to be effective, all functional plans must be aligned with the strategy. To 

ensure this alignment, the OSM must work closely with finance and all the 

functional units to align their near-term performance targets and budgets with 

strategic objectives. 

 

The sophisticated analytics needed to 

statistically estimate and test strategic 

linkages may require a new capability for 

the organization. 
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Link strategy to key operating processes. Strategy is executed through business processes. 

The strategic themes identify the processes that are most crucial to the strategy. 

These processes must be analyzed, redesigned, and managed. The OSM should 

work with the theme teams or local line managers to see that necessary resources 

and organizational support are provided. The OSM should also ensure that teams 

and managers provide status reports to the executive team.  

Align the plans and resources of human capital and other important functional support 

departments. Besides coordinating the linkage between strategy planning and finance, 

the OSM ensures that the plans for other functional departments are consistent 

with executing the strategy. Particularly important are the HR and IT departments, 

but, in principle, all functional units—such as research and development, real 

estate, purchasing, logistics, marketing, and sales—contribute to successful strategy 

execution, and their plans must reflect their contributions. The OSM plays a 

consulting and integrating role with these functional departments to help them 

align their strategies and plans with enterprise and business unit strategy.  

Consider the HR department, which has primary responsibility for employee 

motivation, training, and performance. HR is typically responsible for executing 

annual employee performance reviews, goal-setting, training and competency 

development, and managing incentive and compensation programs. The OSM 

ensures that HR performs these activities in a manner consistent with corporate 

and business unit strategic objectives.  

Communicate strategy. Effective communication to employees about strategy, targets, 

and initiatives is vital if employees are to contribute to the strategy. Canon USA, a 

BSC user and BSC Hall of Fame organization, describes its internal 

communication process as “democratizing strategy.” Canon's OSM actively 

promotes understanding of the company’s strategy and BSC throughout all 

business units and support functions. But as with budgeting and HR management, 

strategy communications is often the responsibility of an existing organizational 

unit. In these situations, the OSM can initially play an editorial role, reviewing or 

helping to craft the messages to see that they communicate the strategy correctly. 

In organizations that lack a corporate communications group, or whose group has 

little knowledge of or focus on strategy, the OSM would assume primary 

responsibility for communicating both strategy and scorecard to employees.  

Manage strategic initiatives. When the organization uses theme owners and theme 

teams to carry out the selection and management of strategic initiatives, the OSM 

monitors the overall process, soliciting information about initiative status and 

performance and reporting this information to the executive team in advance of 

the strategy management review meeting.  

For organizations that do not use theme owners and theme teams, the OSM is the 

default for running the initiative selection and rationalization process. For 

initiatives that already have a natural home, the OSM assigns responsibility to their 

appropriate unit or function.  Any initiatives that cross unit or functional lines 

The OSM should work with local line 

managers to see that necessary resources 

and organizational support are provided. 
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should be managed by the OSM to ensure they get the necessary financial and 

human resources. Where theme teams exist, the OSM retains responsibility for 

monitoring the progress of initiatives. 

Share best practices. Finally, the OSM needs to ensure that knowledge management 

focuses on sharing the best practices most critical for the strategy. If managers use 

the wrong benchmarks, the company’s strategy will fall short of its potential. At 

some companies, learning and knowledge sharing are already the responsibility of a 

chief knowledge or learning officer; there, the OSM must coordinate with that 

person’s office. But if such a function does not already exist, the OSM must take 

the lead in transferring ideas and best practices throughout the organization. 

A PROVEN SUCCESS FACTOR  

Many organizations have achieved dramatic performance improvements by 

sustaining a focus on strategy implementation. We have captured and codified a 

body of knowledge from these successful organizations that provides the 

foundation for an emerging professional function focused on the management of 

strategy. An Office of Strategy Management that is positioned at the level of other 

senior corporate staff offices, with responsibility and authority for managing and 

coordinating all the key strategy management processes, can help organizations 

realize the benefits from this body of knowledge. 

Copyright (c) 2008 Harvard Business Publishing and Palladium Group, Inc.  

This article, which appeared in the July-August 2008 issue of Balanced Scorecard Report, is 

reprinted with permission from the publishers. Reprints of the original article (Reprint #B0807A), 

along with back issues, are available at www.harvardbusiness.org. 
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Execution Source), co-published by Palladium Group, Inc. and Harvard Business Publishing, is 
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Industry Insights 

ORGANIZING FOR VALUE – THE MCKINSEY QUARTERLY 

The For an interesting perspective on how large companies organize, the pressures 

that divisional structures put on budget and performance demands, and how the 

use of more granular “value cells” can help target key performance levers and 

activities, check out the most recent McKinsey Quarterly: 

http://www.mckinseyquarterly.com/Corporate_Finance/Capital_Management/O

rganizing_for_value_2171_abstract. 

HBS CASES: MANAGING WITH BOBBY KNIGHT AND “COACH K” 

Developing highly focused and aligned teams is one way organizations drive 

performance and excellence. Two of the most successful and famous “team 

leaders” in sports are Bobby Knight (Indiana and Texas Tech Universities) and 

Mike Krzyzewski (Duke). In an interesting take on Machiavelli’s question, “Is it 

better to be loved or feared?” Professor Scott Snook, an associate professor in 

Organizational Behavior at the Harvard Business School, has developed a case that 

looks at two coaches who have drastically different coaching styles and answers 

Machiavelli’s question. For an executive summary of the case and an interview with 

Professor Snook, visit: http://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/5464.html. 

CENTERS OF EXCELLENCE (COES) – “THE PATH TO EPM SUCCESS” 

In a recent white paper, “The Path to EPM Success”, authors at Oracle describe the 

benefits and justifications for an EPM COE, including how to get started, staffing 

guidelines, and suggested skill sets needed, etc. Copies of the paper can be found 

under the Thought Leadership tab at: http://launch.oracle.com/?yes2epm. 

THE 2008 CRITERIA FOR PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE – THE 

MALCOLM BALDRIDGE NATIONAL QUALITY AWARD 

Perhaps one of the best known programs for recognizing “management 

excellence” is the Malcolm Baldridge Awards, sponsored each year by the US 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The key criteria focus on: 

Leadership, Strategic Planning, Customer and Market Focus, Measurement and 

Analysis, Workforce Focus, Process Management and Results! To learn more 

about the Baldridge program and the 2008 Criteria for Performance Excellence, 

visit NIST at: http://www.quality.nist.gov/Business_Criteria.htm. 
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EVOLVING EXCELLENCE - BLOG  

Kevin Meyer has an insightful (and sometimes irreverent) Blog that provides 

“thoughts on lean enterprise leadership” and how manufacturing companies can organize 

to achieve management excellence. Kevin offers perspectives from his 20+ years in 

lean manufacturing, running his firm Superfactory Ventures, and his role on the 

board of the Association of Manufacturing Excellence. Recent posts include a 

critique of MIT’s Sloan Management Review, Southwest Airlines, and how 

hospitals can organize using the concepts of lean manufacturing to optimize 

patient care. However, a favorite post included winners from a “Dilbert in Real 

Life” contest where employees sent in real examples of management “nonexcellence”. 

As an example: “Teamwork is a lot of people doing what I say” and “We know 

that communication is a problem, but we are not going to discuss it with the 

employees.” http://www.evolvingexcellence.com/blog/. 

2008 OLYMPICS 

Probably one of the largest management and organizational challenges in recent 

history was China’s efforts to prepare for and host the 2008 Olympics. The 2008 

Olympics had 16,000 athletes from 200 countries. The budget for garbage removal 

alone was $130 million! Just organizing the logistics to support the events was an 

exercise in management excellence – the Opening Ceremony alone included 15,000 

performers, 90,000 attendees, 29,000 fireworks and likely cost between $100 and 

$300million. For a recap of the 2008 Beijing Olympics, check out the official site: 

http://en.beijing2008.cn/ or to read Business Week's views on Business & the 

Games, visit: 

http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/toc/08_33/B4096olympics_innovation.

htm. 

PERFORMANCE LEADERSHIP - THE NEXT LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE 

MANAGEMENT 

Our esteemed editor, Frank Buytendijk, has gathered his years of experience as a 

consultant and corporate insider to write a cutting-edge book on performance 

management. In Performance Leadership, Buytendijk takes a breakthrough approach 

that focuses on people’s behaviors both within and outside of the organization. He 

presents the “next practices” of performance management, revealing that the trick 

is to focus on human behaviors to create strategic alignment across the 

organization. After reviewing the most popular methodologies today, Frank shows 

how predicting and correcting human behaviors are the keys to achieving your 

desired results. The book was just published in September 2008. To learn more 

visit: http://www.performance-leadership-book.com/. 
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